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Abstrat. The basi task of binding-time analysis (BTA) is to ompute

annotations that guide the unfolding deisions of a speialiser. The main

problem is to guarantee that the speialisation will terminate. In the

ontext of logi programming, only few automati suh analyses have

been developed, the most sophistiated among them relying on the result

of a separate termination analysis. In this work, we devise an analysis

that generates the annotations during termination analysis, whih allows

muh more liberal unfoldings than earlier approahes.

1 Introdution

Partial evaluation is a well-studied soure-to-soure transformation, apable of

speialising a program P with respet to a part s of its input. The result is

a program P

s

that omputes, when provided with the remaining part d of the

input, the same result as the original program P on the omplete input s and d.

The general e�et of partial evaluation is that the omputations performed by

a program are staged: some (ideally all) operations in P that depend only on s

are performed by the speialiser; the remaining omputations (those depending

on d) by the residual program P

s

. Partial evaluation an be used to speed up

the omputation of a program, in partiular when the program must be run a

number of times while part of its input (the part denoted by s) remains on-

stant. Indeed, using partial evaluation, the omputations depending on s need

to be performed only one to onstrut P

s

, whih an then be run any number

of times with di�erent inputs d. The heart of any partial evaluator is an evalu-

ation mehanism for the language under onsideration. In a logi programming

setting, \evaluation" of a program orresponds to building an SLD-tree for a

program/query pair hP;Qi. If the program terminates, the orresponding SLD-

tree is �nite. In this setting, partially available input orresponds to a query Q

0

that is less instantiated than Q. Due to the nature of logi programming, the

program ould, in priniple, simply be evaluated with respet to Q

0

. Most likely,

however, the SLD-tree built for hP;Q

0

i will be in�nite. Indeed, if the ontrol

ow is determined by a value that is unknown in hP;Q

0

i, SLD-derivations of

in�nite length may be reated resulting in a non-terminating speialisation pro-

ess. Instead of building suh a possibly in�nite SLD-tree, a partial evaluator for

logi programs builds a �nite number of �nite SLD-trees that together over the



omplete omputation for hP;Q

0

i [14℄. The resulting SLD-trees are partial, in

the sense that, while building the SLD-tree, the partial evaluator unfolds some

prediate alls whereas it does not unfold others. The prediate alls that are

not unfolded are said to be residualised { they will appear as ode in the residual

program.

Most work on partial evaluation in logi programming onentrates on the

so-alled on-line approah [11℄: during the onstrution of a partial SLD-tree,

the partial evaluator selets eah all ourring in an SLD-derivation and deides

whether or not to unfold it; usually basing its deision on the struture of the

SLD-tree built so far. In the o�-line approah on the other hand, the program is

�rst analysed by a so-alled binding-time analysis (BTA). Binding-time analysis

is a global analysis that takes a program and (an abstration of) the query and

generates an annotated version of the original program, in whih every prediate

all is aompanied by an instrution stating whether or not instanes of this

all must be unfolded. The atual speialiser builds the partial SLD-trees simply

by following the instrutions generated by BTA. While in general an on-line

partial dedution system an ahieve better results than an o�-line system, the

o�-line approah also o�ers a number of advantages. First of all, the separa-

tion of the proess in a binding-time analysis followed by a speialisation phase

makes the proess oneptually easier to reason about, and results in a fairly

simple (and eÆient!) speialiser from whih the burden of ontinuously mon-

itoring the evaluation proess has been removed. Also, the analysis output an

be represented by annotations on the original soure program, and provides as

suh exellent feedbak to the user providing lues to why an optimisation was

(not) performed. In spite of these advantages, only few e�orts have been made

to onstrut an o�-line partial evaluator for logi programming, in partiular

[16℄ and [9℄. Both approahes require, however, the binding-time analysis to be

performed by hand. In previous work [18℄, we have developed a binding-time

analysis for the strongly moded logi programming language Merury. Adapting

suh an analysis to an unmoded language is far from trivial. To the best of our

knowledge, the �rst serious attempt to reate an automati binding-time analysis

for pure logi programs is [3℄. The analysis advoates the use of termination on-

ditions to deide what prediate alls an safely be unfolded. These onditions

must, however, be reated by hand or be derived by a separate termination ana-

lysis whih imposes some serious restritions on the unfolding possibilities as we

will demonstrate further on. In this work, we generate the neessary annotations

during termination analysis, whih will allow for muh more liberal unfoldings

during speialisation.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: in Setion 2 we motiv-

ate our work by demonstrating the need for a more re�ned ontrol mehanism

than the use of termination onditions alone. In Setion 3 we adapt an existing

termination analysis to our needs and develop the atual binding-time analysis.

Setion 4 reports on a prototype implementation of the analysis and we onlude

in Setion 5.



2 The Role of Termination in Binding-time Analysis

The basi task of binding-time analysis is to annotate every prediate all in a

program as either stati or dynami suh that onstruting an SLD-derivation

by unfolding the statially annotated alls { leaving the dynamially annotated

ones as they are { terminates for every all that may our during speialisation.

As was suggested before in the literature [3, 7℄, it seems natural to base the

deision whether or not to unfold a prediate all on the termination properties

of the partiular all. The motivation is obvious: if it an be shown that the

(speialisation-time instane of the) all terminates under normal evaluation, the

all an safely be annotated as stati, sine unfolding it during speialisation will

terminate. First, we take a loser look at how the termination properties of a all

an be expressed; next, we disuss the use of suh properties for binding-time

analysis.

The ondition under whih a all is guaranteed to terminate is usually ex-

pressed in terms of the degree of instantiatedness of the all's arguments, meas-

ured with respet to a given norm. Suh a norm is a funtion that maps a term

to an expression that approximates the \size" of the term. Two examples of fre-

quently used norms are the termsize norm, denoted by k:k

ts

, whih ounts the

number of funtors in a term, and the listlength norm, denoted by k:k

ll

whih

ounts the number of elements in a list.

ktk

ts

=

�

1 +

P

n

i=1

kt

i

k

ts

if t = f(t

1

; : : : ; t

n

)

t if t is a variable

ktk

ll

=

8

<

:

1 + kXsk

ll

if t = [XjXs℄

t if t is a variable

0 otherwise

Note that the norms are symboli as they map a term to a value that an

possibly inlude variables. An ourrene of a variable X in a symboli norm

means the \size" of X with respet to the given norm.

Example 1.
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If a norm maps a term to an expression that does not ontain variables, the term

is said to be instantiated enough:

De�nition 1. (From [13℄) A term t is instantiated enough with respet to a

symboli norm k:k if ktk is a ground term.

In Example 1, the term [X

1

; X

2

; X

3

℄ is instantiated enough with respet to the

listlength norm (sine k[X

1

; X

2

; X

3

℄k

ll

= 3), but not with respet to the termsize

norm (sine k [X

1

; X

2

; X

3

℄ k

ts

= 4 + X

1

+ X

2

+ X

3

, the latter expression still

ontaining variables). This harateristi an be used to de�ne the onditions

under whih a all to a prediate terminates. For example, a all to the well-

known append/3 prediate an be shown to terminate when either its �rst or its

third argument is instantiated enough with respet to the listlength norm.

To the best of our knowledge, the only automati binding-time analysis for

unmoded logi programs that inorporates termination onditions is [3℄. It uses



a Pos-based analysis to ompute a safe approximation of what arguments in a

prediate all will be instantiated enough during speialisation and ombines

this information with the termination ondition of the alled prediate in order

to annotate the all as either stati or dynami. The approah is appealing as

it separates the atual analysis from the onstrution of termination onditions,

whih an be given by the user or automatially derived by a separate termin-

ation analysis (like e.g. [15℄). However, basing the deision to unfold a all on

the termination harateristis of the all imposes onsiderable restritions on

the unfolding possibilities. The fat that a all is marked stati only in ase it

terminates implies that only alls that an be ompletely unfolded to true or fail

are unfolded. While this approah might be appropriate for some appliations, it

is not for general logi programs. Consider the following example, implementing

a simple Vanilla meta interpreter.

Example 2. Consider the meta interpreter depited in Fig. 1. The interpreter

has the member/2 and append/3 prediates as objet program. The lauses are

numbered for later referene.

1:solve([℄).

2:solve([A|Gs℄):- solve atom(A), solve(Gs).

3:solve atom(A):-lause(A,Body), solve(Body).

4:lause(member(X,Xs), [append( ,[X| ℄,Xs)℄).

5:lause(append([℄,L,L), [℄).

6:lause(append([X|Xs℄,Y,[X|Zs℄),[append(Xs,Y,Zs)℄).

Fig. 1. Vanilla meta interpreter

Assume we want to speialise the meta interpreter from Example 2 with respet

to the query solve([member(X,Xs)℄) in order to remove the interpretation

overhead and to obtain the objet-level de�nitions of member/2 and append/3.

Any sensible termination analysis will indiate possible non-termination for this

query, the reason being of ourse that, sine an objet level all member(X,Xs)

does not terminate, neither will the meta all solve([member(X,Xs)℄). Hene,

if we take termination of a all as its unfolding ondition, no all to solve/1

will be annotated stati by the analysis and onsequently no suh all will be

unfolded during speialisation, resulting in a program that is far from optimally

speialised.

Intuitively, however, we an see that it is perfetly safe to unfold all alls

to the solve/1 prediate as long as the intermediate alls to solve atom/1 are

residualised. The idea is that the solve/1 prediate in a sense only performs

the parsing of an objet goal (deonstruting a list of objet atoms), whih is

terminating in Example 2 and ould hene be performed during speialisation.

Thus, residualising the alls to solve atom/2 and unfolding the others results

in the speialised program depited in the left-hand side of Fig. 2. Applying a

standard struturing �ltering transformation [8℄ results in the program depited

in the right-hand side whih orresponds with (a renaming of) the traditional



solve([member(X,Xs)℄):-

solve atom(member(X,Xs)).

solve atom(member(X,Xs)):-

solve atom(append(A,[X| ℄, Xs)).

solve atom(append([℄,[X|B℄,[X|B℄)).

solve atom(append([E|Es℄,[X|B℄,[Z|Zs℄)):-

solve atom(append(Es, [X|B℄, Zs)).

solve([member(X,Xs)℄):-

sa mem(X,Xs).

sa mem(X,Xs) :-

sa app(A,[X| ℄,Xs).

sa app([℄,[X|B℄,[X|B℄).

sa app([E|Es℄,[X|B℄,[Z|Zs℄):-

sa app(Es, [X|B℄, Zs).

Fig. 2. Speialised Vanilla

member/2 and append/3 prediates. This example illustrates the need to be able

to partially unfold a all: building a derivation in whih some of the seleted

atoms are unfolded while others are residualised.

The question remains how to derive annotations that imply suh behaviour

during speialisation. Clearly, using the results of a separate termination ana-

lysis is insuÆient, sine these analyses assume that all intermediate alls are

unfolded. Yet termination of suh partial unfolding remains an important issue.

In what follows, we try to merge these observations, and develop a binding-time

analysis that does not inorporate the results of a separate termination analysis,

but is rather onstruted by modifying a termination analysis, suh that it takes

the e�et of residualising alls into aount during the termination analysis. Con-

sequently, the resulting analysis no longer proves termination of plain evaluation

of a all, but rather termination of partial evaluation of the all.

3 From Termination Analysis to Binding-time Analysis

The general idea behind our binding-time analysis is as follows: assume that we

want to annotate a program P for speialisation with respet to a query Q. If

termination of Q with respet to P an be proven, then every all in the program

an safely be annotated stati and speialisation boils down to plain evaluation.

If, on the other hand, termination ould not be proven, we use the termination

analysis to indiate due to what all in the program termination ould not be

proven and mark the all dynami. Next, we rerun the termination analysis,

now taking the fat that the dynamially annotated all is not unfolded into

aount. The proess is repeated until enough alls are annotated dynami suh

that termination of the speialisation is proven. In what follows, we �rst adapt

an existing termination analysis suh that, if it is unable to prove termination,

it pinpoints a all in the program due to whih termination ould not be proven;

next we develop the atual binding-time analysis.

3.1 Enhaning Termination Analysis

We assume some familiarity with the basi issues in (automati) termination

analysis of logi programs. See [5℄ for an overview. As usual, we refer with the



notion of \termination" of program to its termination with respet to the left-

to-right seletion rule. In what follows, we fous in partiular on the onepts

and terminology of [4℄, as this work provides the neessary foundations for our

binding-time analysis. Given a symboli norm k:k, we de�ne the abstration of

a program with respet to k:k as the program that is obtained by replaing eah

term t in the program by ktk.

Example 3. Consider the append/3 prediate and its abstration with respet

to the list-length norm k:k

ll

in Figure 3.

append abstrat append/3 w.r.t. k:k

ll

append(X,Y,Z):- X=[℄, Y=Z.

append(X,Y,Z):- X=[E|Xs℄, Z=[E|Zs℄,

append(Xs,Y,Zs).

append(X,Y,Z):- X=0, Y=Z.

append(X,Y,Z):- X=1+Xs, Z=1+Zs,

append(Xs,Y,Zs).

Fig. 3. The listlength abstration of append/3

For simpliity, we assume a normalised representation of lauses in whih the

head of a lause ontains only distint variables; all uni�ations are thus expliit

in the body of the lause. An abstrat program is formally de�ned over a �rst

order onstraint logi programming language denoted CLP(N ). Constraints in

CLP(N ) are onjuntions of the relations f=;�;�; <;>g on terms T onstru-

ted from the program's variables and the set of funtion symbols N [ f+=2g.

For two atoms A = p(t

1

; : : : ; t

n

) and B = p(t

0

1

; : : : ; t

0

n

), we use A = B as an

abbreviation for the onstraint

V

n

i=1

(t

i

= t

0

i

). A lause in CLP(N ) is of the

form H  �;B

1

; : : : ; B

n

where � is a onstraint and H;B

1

; : : : ; B

n

are atoms

onstruted from the program's prediate symbols and T . For a program P , we

denote its abstration with respet to the norm k:k by P

k:k

. We assume that eah

lause in P

k:k

has a unique number assoiated with it and where appropriate,

we denote with i : C the lause C with number i. Computations in CLP(N ) are

performed over N with the standard interpretations for f=;�;�; <;>g.

We follow the approah of [4℄, and ompute a �nite approximation of the

abstrat binary unfoldings semantis of a program P . The abstrat binary un-

foldings semantis of P onsists of a (possibly in�nite) set of abstrat binary

lauses. Where the abstrat program expresses existing relations on the size of

the arguments in the program, the assoiated abstrat binary lauses express

relations on the sizes of the arguments in subsequent alls that an our in P

k:k

.

We slightly adapt some de�nitions of [4℄ to enable the analysis to produe the

more detailed information required for our binding-time analysis. A �rst de�n-

ition is that of a binary lause, whih we generalise to the notion of a labelled

abstrat binary lause.

De�nition 2. A labelled abstrat binary lause is a lause in CLP(N ) that is

either of the form H

i;j

 �, or H

i;j

 �;B where i; j 2 N. The set of all suh binary

lauses is denoted by BC. A lause of the �rst form, H

i;j

 � is also referred to

as a labelled onstrained atom.



The set of labelled abstrat binary lauses of a program P

k:k

is de�ned as the

least �xed point of the operator T

k:k

P

de�ned in De�nition 3. The T

k:k

P

operator

is adapted from [4℄ suh that it assoiates a label to eah onstruted binary

lause, referring to how the binary lause was onstruted. In what follows, we

will often simply refer to \binary lauses" when we mean e�etively \abstrat

labelled binary lauses". Also, we will drop the label from a binary lause when it

is unimportant. In De�nition 3, 9

V

(�

0

) denotes the projetion of a onstraint �

0

onto a set of variables V and Id denotes the set of identity binary lauses, these

are lauses of the form p(X

1

; : : : ; X

n

) p(X

1

; : : : ; X

n

). Unfolding an atom with

respet to an identity lause results in the atom itself. We furthermore assume

that lauses are renamed apart wherever appropriate.

De�nition 3. T

k:k

P

: }(BC) 7! }(BC) is de�ned as

T

k:k

P

(I) =

8

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

:

H

i;j

 �;B

C = i : H  �

0

; B

1

; : : : ; B

m

2 P

k:k

; 1 � j � m;

hA

k

 �

k

i

j�1

k=1

2 I;

A

j

 �

j

; B 2 I [ Id; j < m) B 6= true

�

0

= �

0

^

V

j

k=1

(�

j

^ fB

k

= A

k

g)

� = 9

vars(hH;Bi)

(�

0

)

9

>

>

>

>

=

>

>

>

>

;

Given a set of binary lauses I , T

k:k

P

(I) is a new set of binary lauses onstruted

by unfolding pre�xes of lauses in P

k:k

. If H  �;B

1

; : : : ; B

m

is a lause in P

k:k

,

for eah 1 � j � m, the body atoms B

1

; : : : ; B

j�1

are unfolded with respet to

onstrained atoms in I and the orresponding instane of B

j

is unfolded with

respet to a binary lause H

j

 �

j

; B (B 6= true) from I [ Id. Note that the

use of the identity lause to \unfold" B

j

results in a binary lause of the form

H  �;B

j

(whih expresses that a all unifying with �;H results in a all

unifying with �;B

j

). Constrained atoms are allowed to unfold B

j

only in ase

j = m; indeed, an answer is obtained only in ase all body atoms are unfolded

by a onstrained fat. Note that the label assoiated to a lause onstruted by

T

k:k

P

arries information on how the lause was onstruted: a lause H

i;j

 �;B

is reated by resolving the j � 1 leftmost body atoms of the i'th lause of P

k:k

with onstrained atoms and the j'th atom with a binary lause.

In general, the least �xed point of T

k:k

P

, lfp(T

k:k

P

) is an in�nite set of binary

lauses, as illustrated in the next example (from [4℄).

Example 4. Reonsider the append/3 prediate from Example 3. The abstrat

binary unfoldings are omputed as in Fig. 4.

To obtain a �nitary analysis, di�erent approahes exist to further approximate

the abstrat domain.

Example 5. Reonsider the abstrat binary unfoldings of append/3 from Ex-

ample 4. Further abstrating using polyhedral approximations [2℄ (thereby ar-



(1) (T

k:k

P

)

1

(;) =

8

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

:

append(X;Y; Z)

1;1

 X = 0; Z = Y:

append(X;Y; Z)

2;1

 

X = 1 +Xs;Z = 1 + Zs;

append(Xs;Y; Zs):

9

>

>

>

=

>

>

>

;

(2) (T

k:k

P

)

2

(;) =

8

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

:

append(X;Y; Z)

2;1

 X = 1; Z = 1 + Y:

append(X;Y; Z)

2;1

 

X = 2 +Xs;Z = 2 + Zs;

append(Xs;Y; Zs):

9

>

>

>

=

>

>

>

;

[ (T

k:k

P

)

1

(;)

(3) (T

k:k

P

)

3

(;) =

8

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

:

append(X;Y; Z)

2;1

 X = 2; Z = 2 + Y:

append(X;Y; Z)

2;1

 

X = 3 +Xs;Z = 3 + Zs;

append(Xs;Y; Zs):

9

>

>

>

=

>

>

>

;

[ (T

k:k

P

)

2

(;)

: : :

Fig. 4. Computing the abstrat binary unfoldings.

bitrarily keeping one of the involved labels) results in the set

lfp(T

k:k

P

) =

8

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

:

append(X;Y; Z)

1;1

 Z = Y +X:

append(X;Y; Z)

2;1

 

Xs < X;Zs < Z; Y s = Y;

append(Xs;Y s; Zs):

9

>

>

>

=

>

>

>

;

The binary lauses apture size relations that exist between the arguments of

subsequent prediate alls. In order to be useful for termination analysis, these

size relations must be ombined with instantiation information, that spei�es

whih of the arguments are instantiated enough with respet to the norm under

onsideration. Suh instantiation information is obtained by a standard ground-

ness analysis on the abstrated program. In what follows we onsider, as in [4℄,

an abstrat domain that ombines size relations and instantiation information.

We denote with mgu

�

the abstrat most general uni�er over this domain, and

denote with � the equivalene of syntati objets. For a program P , we de-

note with B

P

the �nite set of abstrat binary lauses whih approximates, with

respet to some given abstration, lfp(T

k:k

P

) over the ombined abstrat domain.

In termination analysis, one is interested in the termination behaviour of a

spei� all with respet to the given program. First, we de�ne the abstra-

tion of a all p(t

1

; : : : ; t

n

) with respet to a norm k:k as kp(t

1

; : : : ; t

n

)k =

p(kt

1

k; : : : ; kt

n

k). The (possibly in�nite) set of alls that arise during ompu-

tation of an initial all Q in P an be approximated by a �nite set of abstrat

alls, alls

�

P

(Q), whih is determined as follows:

De�nition 4. Given a program P , an abstrat initial all Q and a �nite set of

abstrat binary lauses B

P

approximating lfp(T

k:k

P

).

alls

�

P

(Q) =

�

B�

H  B 2 B

P

;

� = mgu

�

(Q;H)

�



The work of [4℄ de�nes a suÆient ondition to show termination of a all Q

with respet to a program P . Given a �nite approximation B

P

of lfp(T

k:k

P

), it is

suÆient to show for eah all C 2 alls

�

P

(Q) a strit derease in size from the

head to the single body atom for all reursive lauses of B

P

that unify with the

all C. Adding labels to the abstrat binary lauses enables one to reformulate

the termination ondition of [4℄ at the level of the original lauses of P . To that

end, we introdue the notion of a lause being loop safe in one of its body atoms.

Intuitively, if we say that a lause H  B

1

; : : : ; B

n

is loop safe in its i'th body

atom with respet to a set of (abstrat) alls S, this means that none of the alls

in S unifying with H will spawn an in�nite derivation through (instanes of)

this body atom.

De�nition 5. Given a program P , a set of abstrat alls S and a �nite approx-

imation B

P

of lfp(T

k:k

P

). Assume there exist a binary lause � = H

i;j

 �;B 2 B

P

and a all C 2 S suh that � = mgu

�

(H;C) and B� � C. Let i

1

; : : : ; i

k

be the

argument positions that are instantiated enough both in H� and B�. We denote

these arguments by (H�)

i

1

; : : : ; (H�)

i

k

and (B�)

i

1

; : : : ; (B�)

i

k

. We say that the

lause i of P is loop safe with respet to S in body atom j if for eah suh � 2 B

P

and C 2 S there exists a funtion f suh that

� j= f((H�)

i

1

; : : : ; (H�)

i

k

) > f((B�)

i

1

; : : : ; (B�)

i

k

):

Note that De�nition 5 takes only those (abstrat) alls and binary lauses into

aount suh that applying the most general uni�er of the head of the lause

and the all on the body atom results in a reursive all with an equivalent

all pattern. See [4℄ for details on why this is suÆient. Given De�nition 5 from

above, we de�ne for a lause i of P and a set of abstrat alls S,

LS

i

P;S

=

�

j the lause i is loop safe w.r.t. S in body atom j

	

Example 6. Let P denote the program onsisting of the append/3 prediate with

the abstrat binary unfoldings from Example 5 and let Q denote the abstrated

initial all append(0,Y,Z). This all uni�es (through mgu

�

) only with the head

of the binary lause labelled (1; 1), sine uni�ation of append(0,Y,Z) with the

other lause, labelled (2; 1), fails due to the fat that the size onstraints are not

satis�ed sine no Xs < 0. Hene, we have that both lauses of append/3 are

loop safe with respet to S = alls

�

P

(append(0; Y; Z)) = fappend(0; Y; Z)g. Or,

we have that ls

1

P;S

= ; and LS

2

P;S

= f1g.

An important result from [4℄ an now be reformulated as follows: Given a pro-

gram P and initial goal Q, if eah lause of P is loop safe with respet tot

alls

�

P

(Q) in eah of its body atoms, then Q terminates with respet to P .

3.2 From Termination Analysis to Binding-time Analysis

Reall that we want to enable the termination analysis to indiate why termin-

ation of a program annot be proven. We therefore de�ne the notion of the

leftmost possibly looping atom of a lause as the leftmost atom of the lause for

whih the termination analysis annot prove that it is loop safe.



De�nition 6. Consider a program P , a set of abstrat alls S and a �nite ap-

proximation B

P

of lfp(T

k:k

P

). Let H  B

1

; : : : ; B

n

be the i'th lause of P . We

de�ne its leftmost possibly looping body atom as follows

LLA

i

P;S

=

�

min(f1; : : : ; ng n LS

i

P;S

) if (f1; : : : ; ng n LS

i

P;S

) 6= ;

unde�ned otherwise

Example 7. Let P denote the program onsisting of the append/3 prediate with

the abstrat binary unfoldings from Example 5 and let Q denote the abstrated

initial all append(X,0,Z) and S = alls

�

P

(Q). Although we still have that

LS

1

P;S

= ;, we also have that LS

2

P;S

= ;. Indeed, the seond lause in the

append program is not loop safe with respet to S in its only body atom, due to

the existene of the binary lause labelled (2; 1) (see Example 5). Unifying this

lause with the all append(X,0,Z) results in the binary lause

append(X; 0; Z) append(Xs; 0; Zs):

Only the seond argument of both atoms is instantiated enough, and there does

not exist a funtion f suh that X > Xs;Z > Zs j= f(0) > f(0). Hene, we

have that LLA

2

P;S

= 1.

In general, �nding the leftmost looping atom of a lause (if it exists) is an unde-

idable problem. In pratial systems, however, the funtion f in De�nition 5 is

�xed, and is usually de�ned as a linear ombination of the involved arguments.

When f is �xed, the test of De�nition 5 an be evaluated, and onsequently

the sets LS

i

P;Q

and LLA

i

P;Q

an be omputed. For any lause i in P , LLA

i

P;S

provides a safe approximation of the leftmost looping atom in the lause, sine

it is guaranteed that no atom to its left an be looping, when the program is

evaluated with respet to an initial all Q and S = alls

�

P

(Q).

Now, we have developed the neessary mahinery to de�ne the binding-time

analysis, whih requires annotating the atoms in eah of the program's lauses.

Annotating the body atoms of a lause usually onsists of adding a label to

eah atom, speifying whether the atom is unfolded during speialisation, or

residualised. In this work, however, we fous on the termination aspets of the

unfolding, and hene employ a slightly di�erent notion of annotations. In what

follows, we simply replae atoms that should be residualised by true. Doing so

permits one to study the termination behaviour of a speialiser that simply

unfolds the stati atoms (and generates ode for those that are residualised)

by studying the termination behaviour of the annotated program under normal

evaluation.

De�nition 7. Given a lause H  B

1

; : : : ; B

n

, an annotated version of the

lause is a lause H  B

0

1

; : : : ; B

0

n

, where for eah i suh that 1 � i � n, it

holds that either B

0

i

= B

i

or B

0

i

= true. An annotated version of a program

P =

S

i

C

i

is a program P

0

=

S

i

C

0

i

suh that for every suh lause C

i

, it holds

that C

0

i

is an annotated version of C

i

.



Note that, aording to De�nition 7, every lause is an annotated version of itself.

When annotating a program, one generally wants to mark as many atoms stati

as possible, while guaranteeing termination of the unfolding. This is the main

idea behind the analysis presented in this work. Suppose we have to annotate a

program P with respet to an initial all Q. If we an prove that Q terminates

with respet to P , the annotated version of P is simply P itself (every atom is

annotated stati). Hene, during speialisation, the goal Q will be ompletely

unfolded, and speialisation of Q boils down to plain evaluation of Q in P . If,

on the other hand, termination of Q with respet to P an not be proven by

our analysis, at least one of P 's lauses must have a leftmost looping atom,

and we mark this atom dynami (by replaing it by true in P ). This proess

is repeated until the annotated program is loop safe. This is the main intuition

behind the algorithm for binding-time analysis whih is depited in Fig. 5. Note

Given a program P and initial all Q.

Let P

0

= P , S

0

= alls

�

P

(Q), k = 0.

repeat

if there exist a lause i in P

k

suh that LLA

i

P

k

;S

k

= j

then

let P

k+1

be the program obtained by replaing the j'th

body atom in the i'th lause in P

k

by true and

let S

k+1

= S

k

[ alls

�

P

k+1

(Q)

else

P

k+1

= P

k

k = k + 1

until P

k

= P

k�1

P

0

= P

k

, S

0

= S

k

Fig. 5. The BTA algorithm.

that the algorithm is non deterministi: if several lauses i exist in P

k

for whih

LLA

i

P

k

;S

k

is de�ned, one of these atoms must be seleted for replaement by

true. Also note the onstrution of the set S

0

: starting from the program's initial

abstrat allset S

0

, the abstrat allset of the annotated program is added in

eah round of the algorithm. Doing so guarantees that the alls that are unfolded

are orretly represented by an abstrat all in S

0

, but it also ensures that S

0

ontains abstrations of the (onrete instanes of the) alls that were replaed

by true during the proess. In other words, the set S

0

ontains an abstration of

every all that is enountered (unfolded or residualised) during speialisation of

P with respet to the initial all Q.

Termination of the BTA algorithm is straightforward, sine in every iteration

an atom in a lause is replaed by true, and the program only has a �nite

number of atoms. The result of the algorithm inludes a logi program P

0

with

respet to whih evaluation of any all that is abstrated by a all in the set S

0

terminates. This is an important result, as it implies termination of speialisation

of suh a all when the speialisation is performed by following the annotations

orresponding to P

0

. More formally, we an de�ne suh an unfolding rule as

follows:



De�nition 8. An atom A in a goal at the leaf of an SLD-tree is seletable unless

it is an instane of an atom in P that is replaed by true in P

0

. The unfolding

rule U

bta

unfolds the leftmost seletable atom in eah goal of the SLD-tree under

onstrution. If no atom is seletable, no further unfolding is performed.

Now, the SLD-tree built by U

bta

for P [ fQg is �nite sine U

bta

unfolds { apart

from Q { only atoms that are instanes of an atom in P

0

. Moreover, every atom

A that is not unfolded by U

bta

{ and hene present in the residual program { is

a onretisation of a all in S

0

. Hene, building an SLD-tree for P [ fAg again

terminates. This kind of termination is often referred to as loal termination:

building a �nite SLD-tree for eah atom that is speialised. Construting a �nite

set of atoms that are speialised involves a seond kind of termination, often

referred to as global termination. Global termination is not guaranteed by BTA

alone. Indeed, the abstrat allset S

0

is a �nite set, but an in�nite number of

onretisations of the alls in S

0

may be onstruted during speialisation.

4 Experimental Evaluation

Table 1 summarises a number of experiments that were run with an imple-

mentation of the desribed binding-time analysis. The seond olumn (Round1)

presents the timings for termination analysis of the original program (in whih

all alls are annotated stati). In ase the outome of the analysis is possible

non-termination, the third olumn (Round2) presents the timings for termina-

tion analysis of the program in whih the problemati all is annotated dynami.

None of the benhmarks, whih are taken from the DPPD library [12℄, required

more than two rounds of the termination analysis to derive a terminating annot-

ated program. The benhmarks were run under SICStus Prolog 3.7.1 on a Sun

Ultra E450 server with 256Mb RAM operating under SunOS 5.6. The fourth

Benhmark Round 1 Round 2 logen Total Mixtus

ex depth 240:0 230:0 4:4 474 200

math 470:0 180:0 2:4 652 50

map.rev/redue 200:0 � 4:3 204 100

parser 100:0 50:0 � 150 �

regexp1-3 740:0 280:0 15:1 1035 670

transpose 210:0 150:0 7:0 367 290

Table 1. Timings (in ms) for the binding-time analysis and full speialisation.

olumn in Table 1 ontains the time needed to produe the speialised program

using the logen system [9℄. The �nal olumn ontains the speialisation time

of Mixtus [17℄ { a well-known on-line speialiser for Prolog { as a referene

point. Table 1 shows that binding-time analysis is the most expensive operation

in the speialisation proess. However, reall that the results of binding-time

analysis an be used to perform several speialisations (with respet to values

approximated by the binding-times from the partial dedution query). For the

onsidered benhmarks, the ost of binding-time analysis will be reovered after



a few speialisations ompared with Mixtus. Typial speedups obtained by the

speialisation range from 1.15 to 2.23 for these benhmarks.

5 Disussion

In this work, we have taken a rather unusual approah towards binding-time ana-

lysis. Well-known tehniques from termination analysis are adapted and used to

annotate a program in suessive steps, until it an be proven that speialisation

{ rather than full evaluation { of a all terminates. Preliminary experiments

show that the approah is feasible and results in more liberal unfoldings than

with earlier known approahes that use separately generated (or hand rafted)

termination onditions like [3℄. Examples are the solve example and the regexp

benhmark from above, sine in these programs, the ability to partially unfold a

prediate all is ruial to ahieve a fair amount of speialisation. In the solve ex-

ample from Setion 2, our analysis is able to ompute that the all to solve atom

is the leftmost looping atom in the program's seond lause and that annotating

this all dynami suÆes to obtain termination, and hene the results devised

in Setion 2. The regexp benhmark is depited in Fig. 6. Assume we want to

speialise this program for a query in whih the �rst argument (the regular ex-

pression that needs to be mathed) is ground. Termination is not guaranteed,

hene a binding-time analysis based on termination onditions would not be able

to unfold any all to gen/3. Still, our binding-time analysis is able to spot the

only problemati all sequene from head to body atom (underlined in Fig. 6),

marking the other alls stati suh that all alls exept for the underlined one

an be unfolded during speialisation.

gen(empty,T,T).

gen(har(X),[X|T℄,T).

gen(or(X,Y),H,T) :- gen(X,H,T).

gen(or(X,Y),H,T) :- gen(Y,H,T).

gen(at(X,Y),H,T) :- gen(X,H,T1), gen(Y,T1,T).

gen(star(X),T,T).

gen(star(X),H,T) :- gen(X,H,T1), gen(star(X),T1,T).

Fig. 6. The regexp benhmark

In ontrast with [3℄ { being a polyvariant analysis { our binding-time analysis

ismonovariant: it reates only a single annotated version of every prediate. This

is not an issue in the benhmarks presented above, but for more involved pro-

grams, the resulting annotations are likely to be suboptimal, sine alls in whih

di�erent arguments are instantiated enough are likely to expose a di�erent ter-

mination behaviour, and hene they might pro�t from being unfolded di�erently.

Another harateristi of the analysis that might be an issue when analysing

larger programs, is that the binding-time analysis basially deals with boolean

binding-times: either a value is instantiated enough with respet to a norm, or

it is not. Although some work exists towards automating the proess of hoos-

ing a suitable norm, most systems require the norm to be seleted by the user.



The partiular norm that is used by the system determines the granularity of a

term that is onsidered stati for binding-time analysis. The use of the termsize

norm, for example, orresponds to distinguishing, during binding-time analysis,

between de�nitely ground terms and possibly non ground terms. The use of the

listlength norm, on the other hand, enables one to onsider a term stati when

it is instantiated up to a list skeleton. Even if the norm is provided manually,

�nding a suitable norm might not be trivial or might even be impossible { in

partiular for programs that employ values of di�erent types. These issues are

not due to the binding-time analysis itself, but are rather onneted with the

termination analysis. We expet better (more preise) termination analyses to

lead to better (more preise) binding-time analysis.

In this work, we have used termination analysis to ensure { in an o�-line set-

ting { loal termination of the speialisation proess. A topi for further researh

is the use of termination analysis towards globally ontrolling the speialisation

proess as well. A possible approah towards ensuring (global) termination in o�-

line partial evaluation of funtional programs is presented in [1℄. In this work,

the output of a termination analysis is used to make enough values dynami

suh that the program enters { during speialisation { only a �nite number of

di�erent on�gurations (where a on�guration is de�ned as a program point to-

gether with values for the variables at that program point). If this is the ase,

the program is said to quasi-terminate and termination of partial evaluation is

ensured by memoizing the on�gurations. A weakness of the approah of [1℄ is

that its termination analysis only reognises \in-situ" dereases, i.e. a derease

in the size of a single argument between reursive alls. A more general termin-

ation analysis is developed in [10℄, apable of dealing with indiret funtion alls

and permuted arguments (lifting the in-situ riterion). Developing an analogous

analysis for binding-time analysis is mentioned as an important issue in [10℄. The

notion of quasi-termination for logi programs has also been explored [6℄ in the

ontext of termination analysis of tabled logi programs. In [3℄, it is noted that

global termination of the proess is ensured if quasi-termination of the program

with the residualised prediates tabulated an be established. Preisely how to

integrate suh a tehnique with a suitable and re�ned abstration mehanism is

an interesting topi for further researh.
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